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ON MIXED PROBLEMS FOR REGULARLY 
HYPERBOLIC SYSTEMS 

By 

Taira SHIROTA and Kazuo ASANO 

1. Introduction. Let Q be a domain with a bounded boundary I' of 
T(,''. We consider the mixed problems for the hyperbolic system of equations 

( 1 ) k ( a ) . z:; ll;j x, - 'D,,_ Uj = f;, 
j I at 

i= 1, ···, I,, (t, x) E (0, T) x Q, 

-ui(O, x), - u2(0, x), ···, ___ ; ui (0, .r) ED a /) x D a \--( a an,--! ) ( ,,,. ( m·-1) 
\ at at"'i 1 • 

x •·· x D(aJ), 

with boundary conditions 

j=l, ---,k, 

(D) j=l, ··•,k 

or 

(N) ( JL+P(.r))u/ =( a_+p(_r/)au) =··· an _ ,· an 1" 

= ---+P(.r) az- 1ui =0, ( a ! "'·j I 
an . i" 

j=l, ···,k, 

respectively, where aii x, , D,, = ow -+ a}i(x, D) --- + · · · + a/;J (x, D) ( a ) a"' j o"' j 1 

, at . ar'J ar•1 1 

+(lmver order terms), aJJ(x, D)= I:; a;/(x)D", D=IDi, •··,D,,), D,= 1 
ini' 1i "/-1 a~xz ' 

a 

rJ;; is a Kronecker delta, mj is even for all j, and let all of the roots r.,(x, ~) 

(s= 1, · · ·, m 1 + · · · +mk) with respect to r of the characteristic equation 

det (at(x, r, ~)) =0 be pure imaginary and distinct mutually, not zero uniformly 

for xEt2 and l~l=l, where a~):r,r,.;) is the principal part of a;J(x,r,~). 
Furthermore let a (x, D) be a uniformly elliptic operator such that a(.r, D) = 

- I:; a aiJ(.r) _a +(lower order terms), au(x)=ai1(x) are real-valued func-
i,J ax; axj 

tions and I:;a;j(x)~;~J;;:;eol.;1 2 (o>0) for :rEfJ and ~ER". Moreover D(a)= 
·i,j 

IJ2(Q)nH01 (Q) or D(a)={uEH2 (Dl;( 0~;-+p(x))u:"~o} according as we con-
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sider Dirichlet type boundary conditions (D) or Neumann ones (N) respectively, 

0- is the conormal derivative of a (x, D) at the boundary I' and P (x) E C 00 (I') . on 
Furthermore we assume that after applying (any) coordinate transformation 

(UnQ,UnI')->(Rn={yER,n;yn>O}, R"- 1 ={yERn;y,,=O}) such that on 
the boundary the conormal direction of a(x, D) is changed into the normal 
direction, the coefficients of the principal part of (1) containing odd power 

of _ _j_ - are zero on the boundary _J(!"- 1 • 

oy,, . 
In the present paper we will extend the theory of Calder6n-Zygmund's 

singular integral operator to that with boundary conditions and as one of its 
application we will prove that the above mixed problems are solved by means 
of the method of semi group analogous to the cases of second order. In 
§ 2. 1 we construct the theory of the singular integral operators with boundary 
conditions on R~- and next we extend it to one on the domain Q with 
bounded boundary in § 2. 2. Here we avoid to use the principle of reflection 
as we can as possible, because it will be expected that the theory of our 
singular integral operators is extended to that with respect to elliptic operators 
of higher order. Finally we show the Energy inequality and the existence 

of resolvent in § 3. 

Concerning the mixed problems it seems to us that J. Leray asked what 
ones for hyperbolic systems of equations of higher order of Petrowski-Leray
Garding were well-posed ([11], the third part, Introduction). Later extending 
Cauchy-Kowalewski theorem to mixed problem G. F. D. Duff [7] treated the 
mixed problems for the case of single equation and a= A in the quarter space 
(see also S. Mizohata [13] and S. Miyatake [12]). With the progress of re
searches of boundary value problems for elliptic equations, applying them to 
the mixed problems for hyperbolic equations has been considered. In particular 
S. Agmon [l] showed that the certain mixed problems where the coefficients 
of the differential operators are constant and the domain is quadrant were 
well-posed. On the other hand the mixed problems for systems of first order 
have been developed by Friedrichs-Lax-Phillips, Agranovic and so on. How
ever, it seems to us to be confronted with a large difficulty in the process to 
reduce the operators of higher order to the system of first order theoretically. 
Furthermore concerning the difficulty of the mixed problems A. A. Dezin [6] 
pointed out from the general viewpoint of partial differential equations (see 
also [9]). 

For the simplicity of the description we assume that the coefficients of 
the operators are sufficiently smooth and bounded with their derivatives m 
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R" and the boundary I' is also sufficiently smooth. 
be concerned with only single equations (see Remarks 
we write (1) as 

Furthermore we will 
in § 3). In this case 

( l') ( a ) ( a2m a2m -1 ) Lu= a :r, --, Dx u = _- _ +a1(x, D)- _-- -+ ··· +a2,,,(,r, D) u + at of"' at2"' -! 

(lower order terms)u= f, (t, x) E (O, T) x Q. 

This article is the extension and details of our prev10us papers [3] and 
[18]. Finally we note that the necessity for the condition about coefficients 
of equations mentioned above is obtained by [19] . 

§ 2. Singular integral operators with boundary conditions 

z. 1. Singular integral operators with boundary conditions defined 
on B~. 

Definition 1. Let E'; be the set of a(x, ~) such that a(x, <;) E C!:'f'(Rn x 
(R"-{O}) (this means that a(x,~) is defined on RJx(R"-{0}) and all 
derivatives of a with respect to x and ; such that the order with respect 
to .r is not higher than four are continuous), a(x, A;)=a(x, ~) for ).>O and 
for every integer s(;:;;:O) we have the following estimate. 

( 2 ) I: sup , ---- - -- a(x, ;) = M.(a)< oo . , ( a )'' ( a )" 
1,,1,;;4 xER:;'I ax a; 
l•I ,;;., /,/ ~ 1 

Let X = {; E /l"; [;/ = l} and let {Yz,m(;)} be a complete orthonormal 
system in L2(X) such that every ¥ 1,,,, (;) be a real polynomial of spherical 

harmonic of homogeneous order land JiX1,,,,(;)dX =0. 

here 

Then for a(x, ;) EE';, we can expand it such that 

( 3) a(x,;)= I:a,,m(x)Yi,m(~) m L2(X), 
l, Ill 

Moreover, as well known we obtain the following estimates. 

i( a )" y (i!)[ _,, ( )l; ,,,_ 2i ,1,1 SUp 1. ---_ z,m,, ¾C n, J.i , 
1,1 I . a; 
the number of m is of order zn- 2 as l -> oo , 

I: SUE ·1( a )'' a1,m(x)
1\< c(n, k)Mu-(a)l u-;, where k 1s an 

11•/,;;4 xER:;' ax I 

( 4 ) 

arbitrary non negative integer. 

Definition 2. Let fil be the algebra generated by a(x, ;) and f(x) c;;" 
[;/ 
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with the following properties: a(x, ;) ES';, a(.x, t, f,J = a(:r, t, - tn), f(:r) E 

'J,j4 (Jh) and f(:r', 0)=0, here :r, e •will denote x=(Xi, ···,Xn-1, Xn) = (x', Xn), 
;= (;1, · .. , tn-1, tnl= W, t,.). For a(.x, ~) E sn consider the singular integral oper
ator a(x, D) as follows: 

a(.r, D)u = F'a(.r, ~)Fu Ix >O 
n 

for uEL2(ll''.), 

where (Fv)(t) = J e Mv(x)d:r, 
11,n 

n 

for VE L2(R")' xt= I:xjej 
j~l 

i = ,,/ -1-, and u (x) is the extended function of u (x) to Jr' by defining it to 
be the odd function or the even one with respect to .rn. 

Furthermore for lt!:r,;) E sn, let l'vf.Ja) = rnin(M.,((J) + it At.,( aJ(x, t)f~ x 
f- \ \ ]) _;:;. 5"-)), where a(x,t)=a(x,t)+I:aJ(x,t)f1 (x) <;;, Esn. Then l'vf,(a+a2)¾ 
!ti j 1 l~I 

l'vf,(a1) + M,(a2) and A1,(a1a 2)¾ l'vf,(a1) M,(a2). 

Definition 3. Let _f , /12 and A2 = - L1, whose definition domains are 

{uE H 2 ( R''.); au (x', 0)=0} , H 2 (/f,"';_)nH01 ( U':,_) and H 2 (R"), respectively. 
ax,, 

Then they are selfadjoint operators on L2(R:~), L 2 (ll':.-) and L2(R"), respec-
.t ~ ~ 

tively. Let A+ =(;Y)", A =(A2-)' and Ji=(A2) 2 then we see that D(A 1 )=H1 (R':,_), 
D(L)=Ho1 (R";) and DU)=H1(B"). 

Lemma 1. Let u (:r) E D(Ji±) and a (x, ~) E sn. Then a (x, D) u, a (x, D)*u 
E D(A±) where in Definition 2 we assume that u(x) is the odd extension or 
even one of u (.:r) respectively according as the case where we consider A_ 
or A+. 

In what follows if (.r) will be defined as above. 

Proof We will show only the assertion for DU 
for D(,1T) is more obvious than that for D(J_). 

Let 

because the proof 

F u (~) = J e-ix',' sin (x,,~,.) u (x', Xn) dx, (for en~ 0) 
R': 

F' 1 u(t) = 4(2rr) "f eix',' sin(x,,;,J u(x', x,,)cfr for u E L2 ( R" ). 
ll'.f. 

Then we find that uED(/L) if and only if F-u(t) and l~IF-u(t)EL2(/('~). 

For if u(x) E D(,L) then from F u(~) = z Fu(~). it follows that F-u(t) 2 ,,,,>O 

and l~IF-u(t) E L2(R"). Conversely let F-u(t) and l~/F-u(t) E L2(R";J Then 
Fu(~) and l;i.Fii(t) E L2(Rn), from which ii I.,.·) E H 1(R") and u(:r)E H 1(R";). Next, 
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to show u (x) E HJ (R") let us set partial Fourier transformation F; such that 
for u(x', x,,)E V(R':) 

(F; u)(e, x,,) = roo (' ix'<' u(x', Xn)dx'. 

Then we see that 

Furthermore from the hypothesis it follows 

r00 ;(F u)(;', f,,)'cl?n Jo I' , ! 

<; (f~ (1 +?;,l;(F u)(e, e,l de,,)\f~ (1 +f;,t 1df,,) \ < oo, 

and 

(Fl u)(e', :rnl 

from which it implies by virtue of Lebesgue's theorem 

(Fi u1(t, O) = ~ Jim f00 sin (x,,tn)(F u)(t, tn)dt,, 
2 )"n---->O Jo 

= ~ f00 limsin(.r,,t,,)1F-u)(t',t,Jd-;,,=O for a.e.;', 
2 J0 x,,-o 

hence 

( !) l Jim r= 1(F1 u)(t', .r,,)12 di;'= r= lim '(F1-u)W, x,,),2 di;' 
X 11 •OJ oo J C<JXn-•0 

= r= (F1-u)((;', O)l2 cl?'= 0. 

On the other hand we see that 

( fi ) r= ; / ;2 I ' -n+ I r= , -- / 2 ~, 
J_Ju(x,:i:,,) dx =(2rr) J_ 001 (F1u)(t,x,,), d:; for .r,,>O. 

From (."i) and (6J it follows 

~!~0 f:Ju(x', .r,,J( clx' = 0, 

that is, 11(.r) E Hl(B'J). 

Now we will prove a(x, D) 11 E D(l1 ) for u EDU_) usmg the equivalent 
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relation stated above. Let a(x, ~)= f(x) ;,, and f(x', 0) = 0. Then 
/;I 

a (x, D) u = F' a(x, ;) Fu = f(x)F' --57!_ Fu I 
!:tn>O ltl !xn>O 

From f(x', 0)=0 it implies a(x, D)uE HJ(R';,.). 
Furthermore let a(x, ;)EE'; and a(x, t, en)=a(x, ;', -;,,). Then by virtue 

of (3), (4) and regarding that a(x, ~) is an even function with respect to en 
we see that 

( 7) a (x, e) = I; az.,,, (x) Y,:m (~) 
l,m, 

where Y/,,,,(;)= ~ (Yz,mW,e,,)+Yz.,,,(f,-;,J) and that it converges uniformly 

on (.z:, ;) E-R!' x ( R"- {0} ). 

Then we see by the characterization mentioned above that every 

az,m(x)Yz,m(D)uE D(A_), because F'az,m(x) Y 1:m(e)Fu/x,,>o=a1,m(x)F 'Y1~,n(e)F-u, 
Yz~m(e)F-u(~) and /;I YZ:m(;)F u(;) E L2(R';,.). Hence we have only to show 
that I;a1,,,.(x)Yz;m(D)u converges in H 1 (R';,.). But it is easily seen from the 

l,m 

fact that this expression converges in L2(R~) by virtue of (4). Furthermore 
from (4) and by the fact that Y/,,.(D)Lu=LYz'.,,,(D)u for uE D(A__) we see 
that above expression converges in H 1 (R'::,_). 

We also find that a(x, D)*u E D(;L) for u E D(A_). To prove this let 

a(.z:, ;)= f(x)__§_" , f(x', 0)=0. Then for every ·u E C';'(R'~) 
l~I 

a(x, D) u, A_v "' >o - u, a(x, D)A_ v )x >O - u,f(x)- -( * ) -( \ -( 1 
, n , n ,J-1 

= ---c
1-~(- a (f(x)u), v) , 

,/-1 ax,, xn>O 

from which we find that 

\(a(x, D)*u, A v)x,.>o[ ,;;;;Cjlu\11,L'<R','>\\v\\x,,>o, 

where \\u\\~ >0 = r ju/ 2dx and (u, v)x >O = r uvdx for u, VE L2(R~ ). 
n Jn'_f: -n J ll7}_ 

This implies a(x, D)*uE D(A*) = D(;L). 
Furthermore let a(x, e)E E'; and a(x, ;', ;,,)=a(x, e',-en). Then we find 

that a(x, D)*u= I; Yz'.m(D)a1,,,,(x)u. Moreover every term on the right is m 
l,m,. 

D(A_) and similarly to the case stated above this expression converges in 
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H' (R~ ). This implies a (x, D)*u E D(A ). q. e. d. 

Theorem 1. Let a (x, ,;) and j3 (x, ,;)E ~L Then for u (x) E D(A±) we ob
tain the following estimates: 

( 8) 

( 9 ) 

(10) 

(11) 

II ' 
l'(a(x, D)A±-A±a(x, D))u. ~CM2n(a) \lu\\x,,>o, 
,I ' I xn>O 

II (a(x, D)*A 1, -A±a(x, D)*) u tn>o ~ CM2n(a) \\u\\x,,>o, 

11 ( \ II 
! a(x, D)*-a#(x, D))A±u:ixn>o ~ CMz([Jn] i)(a)\\u\\xn>O, 

! (a(x, D)j3(x, D)-(a 0 /3)(x, D))ci±u 

~ CMz([Jn] n) (a)J\12,, (/3) \\u \\ x,,>o , 

where a#(.r, D), (a 0 /3J D) are the operators U)ith symbol a(x, ,;), a(x, ,;)j3(x, ,;). 
respectively, [ ] denotes Gauss symbol and the constant C depends only on 
dimension n. 

In the following C will be used to denote various constants depending 
only on n. 

To prove Theorem 1 the following Lemmas 2-11 will be needed. Here
after the proofs of Theorem 1 and Lemmas 2-10 except Lemma 11 will be 
carried out only the case of A , . In the case of 11 . the proofs are obtained 
by regarding 11 (.r) in the proofs mentioned below as the odd function. 

Notation. For a(:r) E '~Y(Ui:), k: non negative integer, let lalk be the 
norm of a such that 

I( a )a ' \alk = I; sup .... - . a(x)j, 
l«[S:kxEll" ax 

~, I 

anclfor a(x)E'ilY 10 (R~), k: non negative integer and o zs a constant such 
that O<o< 1, let \alk , be the norm of a(x) such that 

la\k+a= \alk+Holder constant of order o. 
Lemma 2. Let u(:r)ED(A+l- Then A u=Aulx,,>o• 

Proof Similarly to the case of D(A_J in Lemma 1, let 

F· u(,;J = fn,,e ix'<' cos (xn,;,,)u(x', x,,)clx, 
+ 
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Then 

and (P 'u)(I;) = 2(F'ul(I;) I 'n>O. 

From our definitions it follows that 

F+ (A+u)(/;) = li;I (F+u)(/;) 

and that for v(:1:) E D(A) 

FU v)(i;) = l~I (FvJ (!;). 

Thus it implies 

A,u = F. 'F A+u = F '(lt;I (F+u)(t;)) = 2F' (lfl (F~(t;)) 

= F' (lt;JFu(t;)) =Aul 

Lemma 3. Let a(.r)E':JY(H'_;)_ For u(x)ED(A 

Proof Let us decompose a(x) as follows: 

a(.r) = a1(:r')+a2(x')x,,+a3(.r', .Tn)x;, = b1(xl+b2 

here 

Furthermore choose ri(x) E ~(/-:7'.) such that 0~ ri(x)~ 1, y,(x) = 1 for 

O~:r,,~1 and 9(:r)=O for x,,;?:2. 

Then 

a (x) = ri (:r) b1 (x) + 9 (x) b2 (.x:J + ( 1 - 9 (x)) a (.r) 

== a4(x) +as(.r) + a6(x). 

From our decomposition we see that 

Z' 4 (.r)E ~ 2(/r), 

_ f a2(x'ljx,,j 
as(x) = l 0 

and a6 (x) E ?S4 (R:') . 

for 

for 

jx,,j~l, 
a 5 (.r) E 'iJY(H''.), 

lx,,I ;?:2, 

Now by virtue of Lemma 2 it implies 
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(a(x)A+ -A+a(x)) u 

= ( a(x)A+ -A, a (:r)) Tl 
\ :x n>O 

= (ci411- 11ci4) ii I r,,>O + (c\.1-Acis) u I x,,>o + (ci,;11-Aa6) ii I ,,, >O . 

Because of a 4 and a,; c= 'iJ:5 1 '1 ( /l" ), the first and the last terms are bounded by 

Clliiiix,,>o(=C]\uiix">o) from the theory of the ordinary singular integrals. 
Hence to complete the proof of Lemma 3 it suffices to prove the following 

Lemma 4. Let a(.r)E:~V'';(H~) such that 

f a1 
a(xl=lo 

Then for u (x) E D(A, ) 

for O<.r,, < 1, 

for x,,;::e:2. 

(a(x)A, -A a(.r))ui' <Clal1 ,,]]ullx,,>o• 
,· .I :ru>O 

Proof Since C; (lr:) (this means the set of all functions u (.r) such 

that u is c~ function with compact support contained in -it;) is dense in 

D(A+l it suffices to prove this lemma for u E C;'(R"). 
Here we remark that hereafter we may prove following Lemmas fi-11 

for u (x)E C;' ( R;' ). 
Let Rj be the operator from I} ( IC) into itself such that 

for v(x)El}(R"). 

From this it follows that 

l! ( ) a n a~ and (a(x)A-Aa(x))ii= I: a(x)Rj-Rja(x) - u- "E..K;-a ii. 
j 1 OXj j,) axj 

Where -oa is not continuous but bounded, so each of the second term on 
O.Tj 

the right is bounded in L2-sense. Therefore we may investigate each of the 
first term on the right. 

To this end we set 

v,(.r) = L µ « (a(x)- a(p))Rj(x-y)-a:j u(y)dy 
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= L-y/~, (a(x)-a(y))R1(x-y)i1(y) cos l1dS, 

+ I -aa (y)R1(x-y)i1(y)dy 
J /x -y/ ;,, ay j 

+ I (a(x)-a(y)) (~a~R1)(x-y)u(y)dy 
j /o:-yl;,, ax1 

= v!(x) + v:(x) + v;(x), 

where S, = {xERn; !xi=.::} . 

Then we may show the following estimates: 

lim l\v!(x)l\x >O <C!al1,al\u!\., >O 
r!O n n 

(i= 1, 2, 3). 

We at first estimate v!(x). 

v!(x) = I a(x_)-a(y) · !x-y!R1(x-y)u(y) cos l 1dS,. 
J :x-y/~, !x-y! 

Hence 

lv!(x)I < la(x)l1 Cl c _ _!_ !u(x+c:w)lcn-ldS1. Js, en 

=CI a(x)l1 L )u(x+ c:w)I dS1. 

The right hand tends to C!a(x) l1wnli1(x) I as c--->-0, where Wn= r dS1 Js, 
Therefore 

lim \lv!(x)I\., >o < Cl a(x)l1 )[u(x)!lx >o. 
- n n 

Next v! (x) tends to v. p. R1 (x) * (- aa u) (x) as c:--->-0, hence 
OX1 

lim l\v:(x))\,, >o< !a(x)l1l\ii(x)I\,, >o= [a(x)l1![u(x))[,, >O• ,-o n n n 

Finally we estimate v;(x). We decompose it as follows: 

v;(x) = C dy + C dy J, .. rx-yl<l J Ix y/;>I 

= v!(x)+v5 (x). 

From lv5 (x)I < 2[a(x)lo/1(-a-R1(x)) . * I u(x) I 
axj /xi;>!. 

it follows 
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Furthermore we estimate v; (x). 
We see that a(x)=a(x) and a(y)=a(y) on s<;lx-yl<l where xn;:?,l. Hence 
by virtue of the theory of ordinary singular integrals it follows 

Moreover we estimate v;(x) where O<xn < 1. By a(x) set the odd extension 
of a (x) to Rn with respect to xn. Then 

v;(x)= [ (a(.r)-a(y)) (___JL Rj). (x-y)u(y)dy 
J,<;Jx-vl<I OXj 

+ [ (a(y)-a(y)) (-0-Rj)(x-y)u(y)dy 
J,<;;x-yJ<l OXj 

== v~(x) + v; (::c) • 

As a (x)=a(x) on xn>O and a(x)E?Sl+•(Rn), v~(x) is estimated similarly to 
the case where x,.;?: 1 of v;(x). Hence 

l,i_r.1; II v~(x)l\o<x,,<1 = l_i_1.1; (LElln;O<xn<J v~(x)l2dx)J ½¾CJ al 1+o l\u \\x,.>O. 

To finish the proof we may estimate only v;(x). As a(y)=o(y) on y";?:O, 

= z'I a 1 (y')Yn(~0 -R1)(x'-y', x,, +y,,)u(y', -y,,) dy, 
J€1¾J:t'-y',Xn+?Jnl<l a~r:j 

Yn>O 

where s1 =distance(x, {x,.=0}). 

Hence 

/v;(x)/ < /a/1C)n~ y,,(/x'-y'/ +x,. +y,,)-n-i /u(y', -y,J/ dy 

<;Cja/1)ilf (Ix' -y'/ +xn + y,,)-n /u(y', -y,.)/ dy. 

Using Hilbert's inequality, we see that 

From the above statements, by passing to the limit, we find that 
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i (a(x)A+ -A+a(x))u for uED(c1,). 

Lemma 5. Let a(x) E ~ 4(R:), A (1;)EB:" and A(e, i;n)=AW, -1;n)- Then 
for u(x) E J)(.1 ) 

ij ( a(x)A (D)A, - il. (DJA+a(x)) ujl ::( Clal41\1,, 2(11) l\u\\ x >o. 
I lxn>O n 

Proof. We define A (D) as follows : 

A(D)-v = F'A(i;)Fv for vEL2(H"). 

Then A(D)u=A(D)u\x,,>o for uEL2(1r:.). From this and Lemma 2 it follows 

(a(x)/l(D)A+ -A(D) A+ a(x)) u;x,,>O 

n • - - . •, au n - aa 
=11I: (a(x)A(D)Rj-A(D)R;a(x)) . - I: A(D)Rj -/1 Ix >O 

j/ 1 axj J~l 0Xj , n 

< £ (a(x)A(D)Rj-A(D)Rja(:r1) au 
J-111 axj 

Second term on the right is estimated as follows : 

' 
1xn>O 

Hence we shall estimate the first term on the right. For -vEL2(R,n), 

FIA(D)R-v) = 1. A(1;) JLFv and A(i;)--_Si is of positive homogeneous de-
\ J ✓-1 /1;/ . 11;1 

gree zero. From this, provided I A(1;)- /;J dl:=c1~0, dividing-~ A(;) /;_1 
J" · 11;1 ✓-1 11;1 

into A 1 (;)+ Ci , it follows that there exists a function f(x)E f:k(R,n_ {O}) of 
w,, 

homogeneous degree (-n) such that 

F'(A1(1;))(x) = v.p.f(x), 1 f(x)dS1 = 0 Js, 
' I: sup'D"f(x) <C I: supJD•A1(1;) 

[al 'sk [xi ;,1 j l•I 'sn+l+k Isl ;,1 

< C . I: supiD•A(;) [. 
j n I '"'n ,-1 1· k ,';,' ;;,:1 

and 

Replacing RJ(x) in Lemma 4 by f(:x:) obtained above and making use of k = 1 
in the above expression, we can prove the following estimate similarly to 
that used in the proof of Lemma 4 

: . ~ - . · au 
ll
((a(x)A(D)Rj-A(D)R/a(x))----11 < Cla/4M,, 2(A)llullx,,>O. 

OXj xn>O 
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Therefore 

The following Corollary is obtained by the same method used above. 

Corollary. Let a(x)E'il.Y 1 ''(/l>;,_) and A(f)EB~. Then for uED(A) 

\1(x) A(D)A-AA(D)a(x)) u 1
1 < C JaJ1+.lvfn+2(A)jjuj\. 

Now, for r;(f)=-fn define the operators r;1 (D) and r;(D) as follows: 
lfl 

for uEL2(ll':). 

Furthermore for convenience of calculations set r;2 (D) as follows: 

Lemma 6. Let a(x)E~4(Un). Then for uED(A 1 ) 

'(r;(D)a(x)-a(x)r;(D)).L u;;xn>o < Clal4 jjuJixn>o • 

Proof. From r;(D)A, u = -.~ ·~ - ?~/I and Lemma j it follows 
./-1 axn ,xn>O 

I! ) 
! (r;(D)a -a(x)r;(D) A-f-u 
!I. . 

,( r;(D) ( a(xJA+ -A a(x)) u + l\r;(D)i1+ a(x)u-a(x)r;(D)A ,ui\~,,>o 
x 71 >0 

, a ---- aii. < C JaJ4jjui1 x,,>o +. -a(x)u-a(x) 
Ii ax" ax,. 

<C lal4l\ulL,,>o +Cla!,llui\ ,,,>o < Clal4jjuj[ ,,,>o • 

Lemma 7. let f(x)E~2 (U"J, f(x',0)=0, A_(f)EE;' 
AW,-f,,). Then for u(x) E D(A+J 

(f(x)r;(D)A(D)-A(D)f(x)r;(D))A, u 

Proof. We see that 

and AW, fn) = 

r;(lJ)Jl(lJ)11 ll = F'(r;(~)A(f) l~I Fii)',,,,>O =F' (A(f)fnFii) ,,,>O 

, ( ( 1 aii )) 1 1 ~ ( al[ ) , = F A(f) F -~-. -- -- , = -~=~A(D) ~ __ 
./-1 axn jx,.>O ./-1 ax,. .xn>O 

1 ~ (= a>t\) and "1 (D)f(x) r;(D)j , u = = A (D) f (x) -- I for 
./-1 . axn 1 s,,>O 

ait . h dd f - - 1s t e o unc-
axn 
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tion, from which and the theory of ordinary singular integrals it implies 

.I ( f(x) 'f) (D) A (D)- A (D)f (x) 'f) (D)) 11 u ;: x,,>o 

1
1 1 ( "" ~ a,., ~ "', au ) [' =1-~- f(x)A(D)- -A(D)j (x)--- I 

✓ -1 axn axn l"'n>O 

< C!J (x)I l+a fvf,, ,2(A) \lull <Cif(x)ll+aMndA) jju'1lxn>O. 

Lemma 8. Let f(x) be as in Lemma 7. Then for u(x)ED(il+) 

II (f(x)r;(Dlil+ -AJ(x) r;(D)) u 

Proof. From that r;1 (D) 11. is the odd function it follows 

(f(x)r;(D)il+ - il+f(x)'f}(D)) u ,1 

xn>O 

= \l](x)r;1 (D)Jlu- .1J (x)'f}1 (D) iii[ x,,>O 

,;;;;il(f(x)J1-J1,f(x))r;1(D)ii 1;xn>O ,(;Cjf[i+aJJullxn>O · 

Lemma 9. Let f(x) be as in Lemma 7. Then for u(x)ED(il+l 

II (f(X)'f}(D)} * - J(x)r;(D))L ujf xn>O <CJfl1+aJjujjxn>O• 

Proof. Let v(x) E C;'(R':c). Then 

( ( (f(x)'f}(D)) * - f (x)r;(D)) J1, u, v) 
xn>O 

= (u, il+f(x)'f}(D)v) -(J(x)'f}(D)il+u, v)) 
xn>O xn>O 

= (u, (11,f(x)'f}(D)-f(x)r;(D)A+)v) 
xn>O 

+ ( u,f(x)'f}(D)A+ V )xn>O - (f (x)r;(D)Jl +U, V )xn>O • 

From Lemma 8 the absolute value of the first term on the right is bounded 
by CjfJi+allulk>ollvll x,,>o• The rest terms on the right are calculated as 
follows: 

= u,f(x)~ - . - f(x)-~- -,v . ( 1 av ) (. 1 a;; ) 
.j-1 axn .c,,>O .j-1 ax,, x,,>O 

From this it follows 
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Hence 

I ( ( (f(x) TJ(D)) * -f (x) TJ(D))Lu, V t,.J
1 

< CJflw\\u\l,,,n>ollv\\,,n>O • 

Because that Ct(R:!) is dense in L2(1l/;,), it follows 
,, I 

11 ( (J(x)TJ(D)) * - f (x)TJ(D)).L uilx,.>0 <C lfl1+ollulk>o . 

Lemma 10. Let f(x) be as in Lemma 7. Then for u(x)ED(A+) 

( 1J(D)f(x)7J(D)-f(x)7J2 (D)) A+ ullx,,>o < CJJl1, ,IJulk>o • 

Proof. We see that 

1j(D)f(x)1J(D)A+u = F'7J(~)F (J(.TJ· l _ au __ )I 
1 -1 OXn [xn>O 

15 

and 1J2 (D)A,u =F' 1J(e)2 lei Fu lx,>O = F 17J(~)F 1 au I ' from which it 
' ,,/ - 1 OXn "'n>O 

follows 

( TJ(D)f(x)TJ(D) - f(x)TJ2 (D)) A+ u 11,,n>o 

< l(F'1J(~)F.f(x)-f(x)F'TJ(e)F) oii I' 
OXn 

<!l(Kf(x)-f(x)Rn) aau II <Cl.fli.c,l\ull<CJJl1+ol\ul1,,n>O• 
II Xn l1"'n>O 

q. e. d. 

Now decompose Y1 ,m(~) as follows: 

Y1.m(e) = Y1,,,.(e',en) 

= ~ · (Y1 .... (e', en)+ Yz,,,.W, -en))++ (Y1,mW, en)-Y1,mW, -en)) 

= Yi:mW, en)+ yl~mW, ~n)-

Then we find that every Y,;;.(e', en)((Yz~,,,(e', ~,,)) becomes an even (odd) func-

tion with respect to ~n and LY1:,,.(e)dI=O= LYz,m(~)dI. 

Lemma 11. We have the following estimate for every l, m and a. 

'( a " 1 I( a )" I sup/'·---) Y1~,,,(e',~,,) 1.<sup -- Y1,,,.(e,~n). 
1,1-1 ae . 1,H 1 ae 
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Proof. \Ve see that 

sup 1 (--°~·)"Yz,mW,c;J=sup 11(-a-) Yz,,,,(t, -c;,,))I 
1<1 1, a1; - 1<1 -1, a~ , 

for every l, m and a. From which it implies the desired inequality. q. e. cl. 
We shall prove Theorem 1 using the preceding Lemmas. 

Proof of Theorem l. Similarly to the proofs of Lemmas 3-10, we may 

calculate this theorem for u(x)EC'f;(W';_) and v(x)f:C'f;(R:X:_) if it needs. Without 

loss of generality, it suffices to prove for a (x, c;) = a (x, ~)f(x) t, and /3 (x, ~) :~, 
= b (x, <;1 g ;;,, ( E \21). By definition 2 a ~) is the even function with I~, 

'I; 
respect to ~n. Therefore, as stated in the proof of Lemma 1 we see that 
a(.:c,<;)=I;a1,,,,(x)Y1,m(~)=I;a1 ,,,,(.:c)Yz'.,,,(~)- We furthermore remark that A+ 

l,m l,ni 

Y,'.m (D)u= Y1:m (D) !1 u for uED(_;1 ). 

Proof of (8). We see that 

a(x, D)u = F'f(x)r;(~)a(x, ~)Fitl,n>o 

= F'f(:1:)r;(<;) L, az,,,,(x) Yi;,,, (f)Fu lx,.>O 
l,m 

= I; ilz ,m (x)f(x) 'f) (D) Yz '.m (D) U • 
l,m 

From this 

a(x, DH+-A+a(x, D) 

= L, az,,,, (x)f(x)'Y)(D) Y1'.-,,, (D)A, - ,-L L, ll1,m (x)f(:r)'Y)(D) Yz:,,, (DJ 
l ,1n l, m, 

= I:az,,,,<.r)(f(.r)r;(D)A+- Lf(x)r;(D)) Y1:,,,(D) 
l,m 

+ L, ( a,,,,, (.1:)11, -A+al,m (:r)) f(x)r;(D) yl m (D) · 
l ,ni 

Hence applying (2), (4) and Lemma 11 to all the terms, Lemma 8 to the first 
term and Lemma :1 to the second term on the right we find that 

11 (a(.r, D)A+-j a(x, D))u:I 
i .1xn>O 

2 n 2 ] ' 

<CM2,,(a)I; f .n q"- JfJ1,,f 2 n JluJJxn>O 
l 

+ 0112,, (a) I: rzn+ + t-2 If IO z~-(n Z)\lu l\,,,:,,o < Cl\12n (a) llu 'IL,,,>O. 
l 

Pro()f of (9). Using (81, we see that 
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[( (a(x, D)*A+-A+a(x, D)*)u, v),,n>o] 

= j ( u, (A+a(:r, D)-a(x, D) A+ )v ),,n>0 [<CM2n(a) \lu\k>o\lv\\x,,>o . 

Therefore 

[l(a(x,D)*A+-A+a(x, D)*)u 
,I 

Proof of (10). We see that 

(a(x, D)* -ct"(x, D))A+ 

= ~ ( Y1:,,, (DJ (i(x)r;(D)) * Clz,m (x)-az,m (:r)f (:r)r;(D) Y/,,, (D))1L 
l ,nt 

= ~ (Y/m(D)(f(x)r;(D))* (az,m(x)A,-A+Clz,m(x)) 
l ,ui 

+ 
1
~ Yz'.m (D) ( (f(x)r;(D)) * -f(x)r;(D))A+t'i1 ,m(x) 

+ I; ( Yz'.,,,(D)f(x)r;(D)- f(x)r;(D) Yz,m (D))A,a1 ,m(x) 
l,m 

+ I;f(x)r;(D) (Y/,,,(D)A+ilz,m(x)-a1,,,,(x)Y/m(D)A+) 
l,m 

+ I; f (x) ( r;(D)az,m (.r)-a1 ,m (x)r; (D)) A, Y/,,, (D). 
l,'m ' 

17 

Hence applying (2), (4) and Lemma 11 to all the terms, Lemma 3 to the first 
term, Lemma 9 to the second term, Lemma 7 to the third term, Lemma 5 
to the fourth term and Lemma 6 to the last term, we find that 

½(n--2) -Zn+ _n __ n-2 

<C~l lflol 2 l Mzn(a)\lu\\, >O 
l n 

f(n-2) -2n+_n_ n-2 

+ C ~ l If 11+,J 2 l M2n(a)\\u\l,,, >O 
l n 

C "lfl z-1Cn-2)1n+2z-2(Jn]+1)+-}zn-2M ( 'II· II + L...J • l+o 2([tn]+1) a) U .x,,>O 
l -

. -z([Jn]cl)+} n-2 \(n-2)1n+2 
+ C[j [oz;: l l t 1\f2([~n]+1)(a)\lullx,,>o 

-2n +.E.... n-2 }(n-2) 

+ C lflo~ l 2 l l J\,{2n(a)l[u\L,,,>o 
l 

< CM2([¾n]+1) (a)llu\\x,>O. 

Proof of (11). We see that 
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(o: 0 /3) (x, D) u = F'f(x)r;(f)a(x, (;)g (x)r; ((;)b (x, (;) Fii lx,,>o 

= f(x) g (x) F' ( r; (f)) 2 a (x, (;) b (.r, f) Fu lz,,>o 

= f(.r) g (x) F' ( 1) (f) )2 I; az.m (x) Yz,m (f) I: b,,. 0 (x) Yv,q ((;) FiL Jz,,>O 
l,m, p,q 

= I: I: llz ,,,(x)bp,q(x)f(x)g(x)r;2 (D) Y 1,,,,(D) Y~,,1 (D)u. 
l,m P,Q 

From this 

(a(x, D)p(x, D)-(aop)(x, D)) 

= I: llz,m (x)f(x)r;(D) Y,'.,,, (D) I; b,,,,1 (x)g (x)r;(D) Yv~q (D)A, 
l,m, P,<i 

- I; I; a1,m(x)b1,,,1(:r)f(:r)g(x)r;2 (D) Yz'.,n(D) Y;,q(D).1 
l,m, p,q 

= I; I; a 1,,,, (x)f(x)r;(D) Y 1,,,. (D)bv,,, (x) (g(x)r;(D)A, -A+g(x)r;(D)) Y;,q(D) 
l,m P,<l 

+ I: I: az,m (x)f(x)r;(D) Yz~,,,(D)(b,,,,, (.rH, -A+hv,q (x)) g (x)r;(D) Y;;q (D) 
l,m P,? 

+ I: I:az,m (x)f(x)r;(D) ( Yz:m (D)A b,,." (:r)-b,,,q (x) Y/m (D)A,) 
l ,m 1J,q 

x g(x)r;(D) Y;,0 (D) 

+ I: I: az,m. (x)f(x) ( r;(D)h,,,q (x)-b,,,0 (x)r;(D)) /1, Y/m(D)g(x)r;(D) Y;,q(D) 
l,,n 1J,!l ' 

+ I; I; llz,m (x)b,,,,, (x)f(.r) r;(D) Y1~,,, (D) (11+g (x)r; (D)- g (:r) r;(D)A+) Y ,;,,, (D) 
l,ni p,<J \ 

+ I: I: az,m (x)hp,q (x)f(x)r;(D) ( Y/m(D)g(x)r;(D) - g (x)r;(D) Y/,,,(D)) 
l,m P,'l 

X A, Y;,q(D) 

+ I; I; a1,,n(x)h,,,,, (:r)f(x) ( r;(D)g(:r)r;(DJ-g(x)r;2 (D)) /L YZ:-m (D) Y;;,q (D). 
l,m p,q , 

Hence applying (2,) (4) and Lemma 11 to all the terms, Lemma 8 to the first 
term, Lemma 3 to the second term, Lemma 5 to the third term, Lemma 6 to 
the fourth term, Lemma 8 to the fifth term, Lemma 7 to the sixth term 
and Lemma 10 to the last term, similarly to the proof of (10) we find that 

l(a(:r,D)p(x,D)-(a 0 /3)(.r,D))A+u. ,(;CM2([¾n] 1)(a).l\12,,(/3)jjui1,,,,>o. 
I ¾~ 

q.e.d. 

Furthermore we consider the singular integral operators with boundary con
ditions on H";. for more extended symbol. 

Definition 4. Let Vi be the set a(:r, ~) such that 
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= 
a(x, ;) = I; ai(x, ;), ai(x, ;)E ~ and for every integer s(;;,,O), there exists 

i=l 

M.,(a)( <co) such that 
= 

(12) I; lvf,(at) ~ M,(a). 
i=l 

For a(x, ;) E ~( consider the singular integral operator a(x, D) as follows: 
= 

a(x, D)u = I; ai(x, D)u in J}(R":.) for uEL2(R'~). 
i~l 

Here we remark that a (x, ;) E Sc;' is in 9( if and only if a(x', 0, ;) is an 
even function with respect to ;". 

Theorem 2. For the symbols a(x, ;) and {3(x, ;) E 9(, a(.:c, D)u, a(x, D)* u 
E D(A±) for u E D(A±J and the statements of Theorem 1 are also valid. 

Proof The first statement is shown by virtue of Lemma 1, (12) and 
Theorem 1. The last statement is shown by virtue of Theorem 1 and (12) 

regarding a.(x, ;) and {3,;(x, ;)E ~- Hence we prove only (11). 

I ( . ' ,1
1 a (.r, D) /3 (x, D) - (a O /3) (x, D)) A± u 
I 1:·'n>O 

~ (?;aJr, D)f3ix, D)-"'f}a,; 0 {3j)/.r, D))A±u~i•,,>O 

~ I; (a1 (x, D)/3J(x, D)-(a,; 0 {3J)(x, D) A±u, 
i,j Ii II xn>O 

~ C ~ M 2([H, i) (a1) ~ 2\12,.(/3;)'1\ul[x,,>O 

~ CM ([ 3 (a)il1,,,(/3)[ju[[Yn>o . q. e. cl. 
2 ... J 11) 

Lemma 12. (Kohn and Nirenberg see [8]) 

Let a(x, ;) E ITT and a(x, f;);;,,d>O for XE R''. and [;I= 1. Then for suf~ 
ficiently large k > 0 

(a(x, D)j± +k)u/ ;;,, (cl-e)2J[11±ull!,.>o+(k-P)2[[uj[!,,>o 
xn>O 

for uED(A±), where e is an arbitrmy small positive number, k>P and p 
depends on n, a and e. 

Proof. We see that 

i . '2 

(a(x, D)A± +k)u, 
:I ,.xn>O 
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We at first estimate the first term on the right. Regarding that a(x, D) = 
a#(.x, D) since a(x, ~) is real, 

(aA±u, aA±u),,n>O = (aA±u,(a#-a*)A±u )xn>O 

+ ((a• a-a O a)A±u, A±u))xn>o + (a O aA±u, A±u) -"n>o. 

The first two terms are bounded by 0: 1\\A±u\l;n>o+c(c:1)\\u\\;,.>0 by virtue of 
Theorem 2. Let us estimate the last term on the right. From the assum
ption we can choose a1(x,~)E ~ such that a(x, ~)2=(d-c:')2+(a1(x, ~))2, d>c'>O, 

<I1(x,~)?c:'>O for xE~, \~\=l. 

Then 

(a O aA±u, A±u)xn>O 

= (d-c')2\\A±u\\!,,>o + (a1 °<l1A±u, A±u)xn>o 

= (d-c')2\\A±u\\;n>o + ((a1 °<J1-a1 • <l1)A±u, A±u) -"n>0 

+ (a1A±u, (at-af)A±u) c,,>O + (a1A±u, <l1A±u),n>O . 

The second and the third terms on the right are also bounded by 0:1\\A±ul\;n>o 
+c(c:1) \\u\\; >0 by virtue of Theorem 2. Therefore 

n 

l\aA±u\\;,,,>o? (d-c:')2\\A±u\l;n>o-2c1 l\A±u\\;n>o-C(c1)\\ul\;,,>o. 

Next we estimate (aA±u, u)xn>o + (u, aA±u)xn>o• From the assumption 

a(x, ~)?d>O, we see that (a(x,~)) ½ E ~I. 

From this 

(aA±u, u)x,,>O = (a·k O a½A±u, u)x,,>O 

= (A±a&u, a}u),, >o + ((aJ#-a½*)11+a½u, u) 
n - xn>O 

By virtue of Theorem 2 the last three terms are bounded by Cl\u\\; >o· From 
n 

(A±a½u, a½u)xn>o>O it follows that 

(13) 

Therefore 

l\(aA± +k)u[\: >O? (d-c:')2\\A±u\\!,,>o-2c1\\A±u\\;n>o-c(c:1)\\u\\;,,>o 
n 

-Ck\\ul\; >o+k2j\uj\; >o. n n 

By setting !? sufficiently large and c: 1 sufficiently small (>O), we obtain the 
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desired estimate. qe. d. 

2. 2. Singular integral operators with boundary conditions defined 
on !2. 

We at first describe the coordinate transformations, from which we reduce 
above ones to singular integral operators with boundary conditions on Rn,. 

Lemma 13. There exist a ji:nite covering { U.} of fl and diffeomor
phisms T.from U. into Rn such that the following 1), 2) and 3) are satisfied: 

1) If U.nI'~<p, then T.(U.nQ)cRn,_, T.(U.nI')cRn-i and T.(U.nI') 
contains origin. 

2) Let a0 (:r, D) be the principal part of a(:r, D) and let b.(y, .;)== 
I;b\'.il(y).;i.;jJ.;J 2 =a0 (T.· 1 (y),(dT/J(.;))l.;l-2 for yE T)U.) and .;ERn{O}, then 
i,j 

b~")(y)=O for Yn=O and for n~j, that is, the conormal direction of a(x, D) 
at I' transfers to the normal direction of the surf ace Rn- 1, here dT. is the 
differential from the tangent space T., to the tangent space Ti-"(x) and dT.* 
is the dual diffi_,,--1.mtial of dT. from Ti,,.cx) to T.,*. 

3) If U.n U~nl'~<p and yE T.(U.n U,9), then then-th component of T 1 

, (T. 1 (y)) is equal to y,,. 

Pro~f. We can choose a function y?(x) such that y?(x) E C 00 (R"), 
grad y?(x)~O on U(I') and y?(x)=O if and only if xE I'. Furthermore for x 0 E I' 
there exists a diffeomorphism S' from some neighborhood of origin U'(O) 
(cR"- 1) into I' such that S'(O) = Xo. 

Now, for any y' E U'(O) we construct a curve S(y', y,,) transversal to 
I' through S' (y') EI'. To this end it suffices to solve the following ordinary 
differential equations: 

(14) dS;(y', y,.) - ; (_Ol( __ -S'( ' )') Oy? (S'( ' )) ---l-- - - L.i ll;j Y, Yn '.1 -- Y, Yn 
C Yn j-l ' uXj 

i= 1, ···,n, 

S(y',O)=S'(y') for y'EU'(O). 

Suppose that S(y', Yn) is not transversal at S' (y'), that 1s, there exists 
..:!=(..:!, ···, A,,. 1)E Rn-I such that 

i= 1, · · ·, n, 

where x = S'(y') = (s;(v'), ... ,s;,(y')). 

From y?(S'(y'))=O it follows that 
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for k=l, .. ,,n-1. 

Hence 

which is a contradiction for grad So~0 and a(x, ~) is elliptic. Therefore 
S(y', Yn) is, transversal at S' (y'). 

Consequently, if we set U(0)= U'(0) x {Yn; IYnl <e} for sufficiently small 
e(>0), then we see that S indicate a diffeomorphism from U(0) into R". 

Denote U=S(U(0)) and the inverse transformation of S by T. Then 
we find that a finite covering { U.} and diffeomorphisms T. are obtained as 
I' is compact. Consequently, from the construction 1) is shown and 3) is 
found from the facts that a.i(x) and lO(:r) are given in global and from the 
uniqueness of solution of the equation (14). Now we show 2). 

From b.(y, ~)=a0 ( T;· 1 (y), (dT;")(~)) 

= I: (I: ak,l (S.(y)) aT.,(S.(y)) aT.1-(S.(y))t~j) for l~I = 1 
<,} k,l axk ax/ 

it follows that 

(15) 

where T.(x) = (T.,(:r), ... , T.,Jr)). 

Furthermore from \D(S.(y', 0))=0 we find that there exists a function ¢(y)E 
C'"(R,") such that ¢(y', 0) ~ 0, and So(S.(y', y,.)) = Yn</1(y), that is, So(x) = 
T.n (x)¢(T. (x)). 
From this and (14) it follows that 

= I;ai~(S.(y', 0)) aT,,,, (S.(y', 0))¢(y', 0). 
j axj 

By (au) set the inverse matrix of (a;~l). Then from (16) 

a~'.,, (s.(y', o)) = I;aki(S,.(y', OJ)_iY_S." (y', O)·(¢(y', oi)- 1 . 

axk . i . ayn • 

Substituting this into (15) setting y,.=0, it follows that 
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b(a)( I ())- '<;"' (O) ("('·I 0)) '<;"' ~ ((' ( I 0·1·) oS"i ( / () 
nj y' - L, ak,l Ua ,II' L, ak,i da y' ' --·- y' . ) 

k,l · i · ' OYn 

X ~'J'".l (Sa(Y', 0)} · (¢(y', 0)) - 1 

OX1 ' 1 

_ _," a.s.1 ( , o) ar.1 (s ( , OJ\).("·( , oJ·)- 1 
-- L, Uu - -- Y , ~--- a Y , 't' Y , 

i,l OYn OXz 

- " asaz 1' / 0) aT.j ( 0 (' / o)'). ( !;( I 0)) I - L, --- - y ' .. -- - ,)" y ' 9 y ' 
I oy,, OXz 

= o," · (¢(y', 0))- 1
• q. e. d. 

We now take a partition of unity {\DJ with respect to JJ such that 
,V 

I; <p; (x) = 1 on !2, <p;uE D(a) for uE D( a) and {Supp 'Pi} is a star-finite refine-
•~! 
ment of {U.} which is defined in Lemma 13 and also if Supp <p1 nI'~¢, then 
(Supp 'PJ)0 n1'~¢, here G0 is an interior of G. 

Definition 5. Let ~( fl be the set of a (x, f) such that a (x, f)E E'; (!2) x ( B" 
- {0} )) and for Supp <pJnT~¢ and Supp <p;nSupp <p1~¢ 

(T,.. 0 <pi)·a(T,. 1 (y), (dT,;)(f))· (T •. 0 9jlEW. 

In the above by B';(Q ;; (U"- {0}) ·we mean the set being replaced Rn,. by 

!) in De_finition 1, U,.~Supp9 1 USupp<pJ, (T •. 0 u)(x)=u(T. 1(x)) and a(T. 1(y), 

(d7~*)(f)) = 11(y)a(T. 1(y), (dT/J(~)) +(l-1J(y))a(T. 1 (0), (dT.*)(f)) for ¢(y)E 

C;(T,,(U.))such that ¢(y)=l for yE Ta(Suppcp1 USupp91). 

Definition 6. Fur a(x, f)E 9lr; consider the singular integral operator 
a(x, D) as follows: for u E D(Q) 

a(x, D)u = I; a,1 (x, D)u. 
iJ 

Where if Supp<pJnT=<p, we set 

ail(x, D)u = <p,(x)a(x, D)<p1 (x)u, 

here a(:r, f)=¢1(x)a(.r, f)+ (l-1!1(x))a(xo, f) for ¢Jr)EC';(R") 

such that ¢1 (x)= 1 for xESupp 'JJj, Supp rp,c[J, x 0 E (Supp <p1)0 and a(x, D) is 
the ordinary singular integral operator. Furthermore if Supp <p 1 n I'~¢ and 
Supp <pin Supp <p, ~ ¢, 'l.Ue set 

a0 (x, D)u = T/ 0 ((T •• 0 rp,) · ;;( T;1 (y), (dT/)(Dy))(T,.,ocp1 u)), 
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here Ua-:::;Supp cpiUSupp <f'i, a is defined by Definition 5 (see Defi.nition 4) 
and (Ta* 0 w) (x) ='w (T" (x)). Finally if Supp cp in I'~ <P and Supp cp1 n Supp cp i 
=<P, we set 

ai1 (x, D)u = 0. 

Definition 7. Let Ji± be as follows: for uE D(a1) 

Ji±u = I; Ji±ijU. 
i,j 

Where if SuppcpinI'=<P, we define 

Ji±<Ju = cp1 (x) ,/~ (x, D)AcpJ(x)u, 

here ✓ ;;: (x, ;) =¢1 (x) ,/a~ (x, _ _{ -) + ( l-¢1 (x)) ra---;(xo, C), ¢1 (x) is as in Defi-
r t; I -- I!; I 

nition 6 and .ra-; (x, D) is the ordinary singular integral operator. Further
more if Supp cpinI'~<P and Supp cpinSupp <f'i~<P, we define 

Awu= T«* 0 ((T", 0 cpi).,/b. (y,D)A±Ta. 0 cpju}, 

here U"-::JSuppcpiUSuppcp1 , ,/ b"-(y, D) is defined by Lemma 13 and Definition 

4 like as Definition 6. Finally if Supp cpinI'~<P and Supp cpinSupp <pJ=<P, 
we define 

A±i,jU = 0. 

Then we shall show that the definitions of a (x, D) and A± are invariant 
with respect to the choice of Ua satisfying Lemma 13. To this end we may 
prove the following Lemmas 14 and 15, using theorem 7 in [15] (page 247). 

Lemma 14. For a (x, !;) E ~l 

1:a (x, D) A±u-ordinary singular integral operator a (x, D) Au!: x >o ~ C\\ u \\xn>o 
n 

for uED(a½) with Supp uc {xE.R'!; xn?:d>O}. 

Lemma 15. Let T be a d(ffeomorphism from (R-;:, R';_.,,) to (R;, R';_.J 
and satisfy 3) of Lemma 13. Then for a(x, c;)ES}f, (f'1(x), cpz(x)EC't(R;) 

T * 0 ( cp2a(x, D)A±cp1u )-(7\ 0 (f'2) ( r(y, D)A± 7\ 0 (f'1 u) II vn>o ~ C \\ull x,.>o for 

- (T- 1 (y)· (dT*)(r,)-) --
ll E D(a½), here -r(y, 7)) = -' 0 ~-J~I ~--!_ - E W and , 0 (x, ;) = a(x, ;)[;I (see 

the re1nark next to Definition 4). 

Proof of Lemma 14. We see that 

a(x, D)A±u=F' a1(x, c;)[!;IF11l,,n>o, where a1(x, ;) is the extension of a(x, ;) 
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such that a1 (x,~)E8";'(R"x(Rn-{0})). 

Set 

and 

then 

f ii (x) 
u1(x) = l 0 

u 2 (x) = ii(.r)-u1(x), 

for x,,?: d, 

for Xn < d' 

F' a(x, ,;)l,;IFii =F' a(x, ,;)l,;IFu1 + F'a(x, ,;)l,;IFu2. 

The first term on the right is the ordinary singular integral operator a (x, D) Au, 

and the symbol of the second term on the right may be considered as zero 
by virtue of Supp u2 c {xE Rn; xn ~ -d}, from which and the theory of the 
ordinary singular integrals we obtain the desired estimate. q. e. d. 

Proof of Lemma 15. When a(x,,;)E~( and a(x, ~', ~,J=a(x, ,;', -,;n), we 
see that 

9Ax)a(.r, D)91u = F'(0)a(x, D)F(;:;J;) 

where a(x, ,;) is an arbitrary extension of a(x, ,;) such that a(x, ,;)EC!:';'(R/' ;, 
(1,,,- {O} )) and a(x, ,;', ,;n)=a(x, ,;',-,;,J Furthermore a(x, D) is the ordinary 
singular integral operator. 

From this and 3) of Lemma 13 it follows that 

Hence 

II T * 0 (92 · a(x, D) 1 ~) -(1\ 0 92) ( ordinary singular integral operator 

T(y, D,1 1) /1 (7\ 0~) Ii '( n) ~ Cl\ ii]\ '( ".' by virtue of the theory of Seeley . 
. IL lly L Rx) 

II T* 0 (92 · a(x, D).1+91U )-(T* 0 \Dz) ( r(y, D,,)A± T* 0 91u)) ]\,1n>o~ C]] iii\ L'(n'c{) 

~ C\\ul\,,n>o for u E D(aJ). 

For f(x) ~ EV:, we see that the proposition holds by virtue of 3) of 

Lemma 13. 

For a(x, ,;) = a1 (.r, ,;)f(x)-§"-- E ~(, we set f(x)r;(D)A±u = v. Then, as 
ltl 

above, we see that 

for vE L2(R';). 
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By virtue of v = f(x) 1 au I E L2(R!) and from Theorem 2, we obtain 
./- l OXn "'n>O 

llr* o (So2 • a(x, D)A±So1U )-(T* 0 So2)' (-r(y, D)A± (T* o Soi u)) t,>O ~ C(ilvll-1,L'rRn) 

+ llullL'(R")) = c(/lf(x) oii II + jju\j ) ~ CjjujjL'(Rn)~Cllull., >O• 
OXn -1,L'(R") L'(R") " 

q.e.d. 

Furthermore we have the following Theorem and Lemmas similarly to 
Theorems and Lemmas obtained in § 2. 1. 

Lemma 16. For sufficiently large l>O 

II (A± +l) u [.(O) ~ (o-e)llulltL'(O) +(l-P)21iullho) 

for uED(a½), e is an arbitrary small positive number, P depends on e and 
n, and o is a constant determined by means of the ellipticity of a(x, D). 

In the following l is assumed to be a sufficiently large constant satisfing 
the above inequality and be fixed. 

Proof Let uED(a). From the ellipticity of a(x, D) we see that 

(17) (ao(x, D)u, uL,<oJ +kllulli•<oJ~ollulli.L'(oJ 

for some constant k(>O). 
To obtain the desired inequality we at first show that 

(18) l(ao(x, D)u, u) L'(o) - IIA±ullho) I~ e llulli,L'<o) + c(e)jjujjL'(oJ. 

Using the partition of unity described next to Lemma 13 (a0(x, D)u, u)L'<oJ 
goes over into 

(19) tj (ao(x, D)So1U, SozUL,<o) + f ([So1, ao]u, uL,<o). 

The second term is bounded by ellulli,L'<oJ +c(e)llullhm by means of the inter
polation. We will estimate the first term. 

We may suppose Supp So 1 n Supp Soz =\= 9? • If Supp So 1 n I'= 9? and Supp Soz n I' 
=9?, then, since sc,1uED(a), 

(20) ( ao (x, D) So 1u, SozU) L'(o) = ( ..(;; 0 ..fa; A2sc, 1U, SozU h'<R") 

= (.r:; Asc,1u, ..(:; Asc,iuh•<R")+(./ a0 ASo1U, (~'-*-./~ l$)Asc,iu)L'<Rn) 

+ (.{:i; 0 ..(;; -..(:; • ..t:;)Asc,1u, Asc,iuh•<R") 

+ ( ./ ~ o .r:-; A - A .r:; 0 Co) Asc, Ju, SozU h'<R"J . 
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We see that the last three terms are bounded by e:llul\i,L'(.Q) + c(c)llul[l 2 cal by 
means of the theory of the ordinary singular integrals and the inter

polation. 
Furthermore if Supp 'PinI'~<p or Supp <p1nI'~<p, then 

(ao(X, D)<p/l, <p1u) L'(Q) = (,Jba(Y, D)A~ T,,, 0 <pjU, Ta, 0 <pzU)v,,>O 

by using the transformation Ta such that Supp <pi U Supp <p1 C Ua, here J is a 

Jacobian (>O). 
By virtue of the uniform ellipticity of b" and Theorem 2 it is equal to 

(21) (Jlb~ (y, D)A±Ta, 0 <pju, ✓ ha (y, D)A±Ta, 0 'PzU) '>O 
Yn" 

+ (J.fb:(y, D)A±Ta, 0 <pju,(t[ (y, D)*- ✓_b.'_"(y, D))A±Ta, 0 'Pzll\,.>o 

+ ((J(✓ b,, o ✓ 'j;;;)(y,D)- ✓ ha (y, D)Jr£-(y, D))A± T". 0 <pju, A± T., 0 <pzu t,,>o 
+ ( ( J(/b,, o {b;)(y, D)A± -A±J( ✓ b,, o ✓-b. )(y, D)) A± Ta* 0 <p jll, T", 0 'PzU tn>o' 

and the last three terms are bounded by e:IIA± T,,, 0 <pJull;n>o+ l)Ta• 0 'PzUl);,,>o. 

On the other hand for u E D(a2) 

II A±ulli2 u1i = I: (A±iju, A±k1uh2cm 
i,j,k,l 

Let Supp <p j n I'=¢ and Supp 'Pz n I'=¢. Then 

(.?2) "(-;; A- ) - L, D ±ij u, ±kl u L 2 ([1) 
i,k 

= ;~ (<p.1(x).[~ (x, D)A<pJu, <pk(x) ✓--;;;, (x, D)A<p1U) L'(a) 

= (/;;0-(x,D)A<pJu, ✓~ (x, D)A<p1U\ , , . 
, ) L (f,) 

Furthermore let Supp 'Pin I'~¢ and Supp <p1 nI'~¢. Then 

= (Ta* 0 ((Ta, 0 <pi)✓ l;:(y, D)A± T 0 , 0 <pju), T/ 0 

X ( (Ts• 0 <pk) ,{b-:: (y, D) A± Tµ, 0 <p1u L'ui) , 
here Supp <pin Supp 'PJ~<p, Supp <pknSupp <p1~<p. 
We may assume that Supp <p 1 nSupp 'Pk~<p, otherwise this express10n 1s 
equal to zero. Furthermore we may assume that {Supp <p,} is a star-star 
finite refinement of {Ua} in addition to the properties described before. Then 
we can choose a, ~ as the same index. Hence using the coordinate trans
formation Ta and omitting lower order terms this expression goes over into 
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Adding up this expression with respect to i and k, it is equal to 

By virtue of Lemma 14 and theorem 7 in [15] (page 247) we can also treat 
the calculation in the case where Supp cp1 nI'=<p or Supp cp1 nI'=<p as above. 
Hence from (19)-(23) we obtain (18). 

We next show that for some k1 > 0 

(24) 

To prove this let ¢.(x) = (cp,(x)) ½. Then we see that {¢.(x)} is also 

another partition of unity with respect to Q such that I: ( </J, (x)) 2 = 1, </Jiu E 
i 

D(a½) for uED(a½), <p,u and ¢:uED(a) for uED(a) and {Supp¢.} is a star-
finite refinement of { Ua}. Then 

(A±u, uh•cm = 'i(A±<phu, <phu)L'(n) + 'i ((</JhA±-A±<ph)u, <phu) L'(Dl. 

We estimate the first term on the right. If Supp <phnI'~<p, from Definition 
7 we see that 

= ~1 ( Ta* (Ta. 0 cp.)../ ha (y, D)A± (Ta. 0 'P1</Jhu), <p,,u) L'(D) 

= I; (J(Ta, 0 cp,)../b:(y, D)A±(Ta, 0 </Jh'PJ u), Ta, 0 </Jhu) 0 
l,,j 'Yn> 

= (J.fh.(y, D)A±(Ta, 0 </Jhu), Ta,<phu) . 
Y 12 >0 

By virtue of (13) it follows from this 

(A±;,J<phu, <phu)L'(D) + (<jJhu, A±t1</J,,uh2 cn) ;;;:,= -ki II Ta• 0 <phull!,n>o • 

We can estimate above expression when Supp<phnI'=<p similarly to the 
case when Supp <phnI'~<fa-

Furtherrnore A±<ph-<phA± can be extended to be a bounded operator from 
L2(Q) into itself, which will be proved at the following Theorem 3. Hence 
we obtained (24). 

Therefore from (17), (18) and (24) we have 
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II (3± + i) u 11:.ui) 

= 11.A±ullhn) + i ((J±u, uh•<n) + (u, A±uh'<lll) + i 21luW~;2<n) 

= (a0 (x, D)u, uL,<n) + (IIA±ul!hnJ-(a0 (x, D) u, uL'<lll) 

+ i((A±u, uh2 cQJ +(u, A±uk<n)) +-t21!ul!hn) 

29 

? ollul!i.L'(nJ-kll ulli,cnJ-sllul[i.L'(nJ-c(s)II ul!i2(QJ--tk1II ul!i•cnJ + -t2 II ul!hoJ 
= (o-s)!lulli.;:'cQJ + (i2 -k-c(s)--tk1) l!ul!hoJ. 

We take s sufficiently small such that o>s(>O), next take i, P sufficiently 
large such that P2-k-c(s)-Pk1>0 and -t>P. Then 

II (A±+ -t) u 1, :'(!.I)? (o-s)[:ull J,;:'(IJ) + (-t-P)2llulli 2 (!,/). 

For uED(a!) we obtain the estimate by passing to the limit. q. e. d. 
From Lemma 16 we may define D(a1) as the definition demain of the 

closed operator A± and denote it by D(ii±). 

Lemma 17. Let a(x, ,;) E ITT 0 and u E D(iJ±). Then a(x, D)u, a(x, D)*u 

E D(A±). 

Proof This is shown by virtue of Theorem 2, Definition 5 and Lemma 
13. q. e. d. 

From Lemmas 14, 15, 17 and Theorem 2 it implies the following theorem 
by the same consideration used by Seeley (see theorem 2 in (15] (page 26~)). 

Theorem 3. For a(x, c;), p(x, c;)E ITTJ.1 the operators 

a(x, D)A±-A±a(x, D), a(x, D)*A±-A±a(x, D)*, 

(a(x, D)*-a#(x, D))7i±, ((a: 0 /3) (x, D)-a(x, D)p(x, D)) A± 

are extended to operators of B(D(Q), L2(Q)), where the symbols of a#(x, D) 

and (a 0 p)(x, D) are a(x, c;) and a(x, c;)p(x, c;), respectively. 
Furthermore we obtain the following lemmas needed for the next section. 

Lemma 18. Let u E D(A±). Then u E D(A;) and 

11 - -* I • (A±-A±)u[IL'(D) ~Cl[ul L'(o) • 

Proof It is seen from Definition 7, Lemmas 14, 15, 17 and Theorem 
2 that the symbols of A±tJ and A!,J are same. It implies this lemma. 

Lemma 19. Ji± + A has a bounded inverse from L2 (Q) into itself such 
that 
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Proof. We take a partition of unity { r[J h} with respect to Q such that 
I; (f);,= 1 on /J, (/)1tu, r[J;,uED(a) for uED(a). Furthermore we assume that if 

finite 

Supp r[J"nI'~<jJ then (Supp (JJ")0 nI'~¢, {Supp (JJ,J is a star-finite refinement 
of { U.}. Let us choose x" E (Supp(/),,)° for every (/)h and in particular 
x;,E(Suppr[J")0 nI' if (Supp(JJ,.)nl'~</J- Then we may assume that if U.~ 

Supp (/)h, for any yER';, sup la.(y, ~)-a.(y1t, ~)I <c1 for sufficiently small positive 
1,1 ~1 

number ci, which is determined later. Where Yn.=T.(x1,),a.(y,D)=/b-.-(y,D) 

if Supp(/)"nI'~<jJ and setting x=y, a.(y,D)=,/~-(x,D) if Supp(/),,nI'=</J. 
Furthermore we take another partition of unity {<p;} with respect to !2 

described next to Lemma 13. Here we assume that for every {[),, there exists 
(at least) one U. such that U {Supp (/),,USupp<p,USupp <pi; Supp (/)1,nSupp <pi~¢, 

i,j 

Supp <pin Supp <pj~<P} c U.. Furthermore we may assume that if Supp (JJ,,nI' 
= <jJ, then U. n I'= <jJ, hereafter we write one of such U. by U,,. 

Then we can write .1± +A as 

(A± +A)U = ~ T: 0 ((T., 0 <pi)(a.(y, D)/l±a +A)(Ta, 0 <pju)) 
>,J 

l 

for uED(a 2), here T. = I if Supp <pJnI'=<jJ, I is an identity operator and 

l1±a =A±• 
As y" is in R" 1 when (Supp ([JJ0 nI'~¢, an.(Y,., ;) is the even function 

with respect to fn from the construction of a,,(y, f). Hence a1,(y,,, D)A±n +A 
has a bounded inverse from L2(R:) onto D(A±). 

Then set 

R · = I; T/:O ((7\, 0 (/)h) ( a,, (Yn., D)A±n + A) 1T,,, 0 (/)It•) EB (I}(Q), D(d)) 
h 

and calculate (A± +A)R. 

(A±+ A)Ru = I:. T,,* 0 ((T •• 0 <pi) ( a.(y, D)A±« +A) 
i,J 

X T 0 , 0 <p/'f,T,,* 0 ((T1,, 0 (/)1,)(a1,(Yn, D)A±h +A)- 11\,o(/)hu )) 

for uEL2(I2). 
We may assume that Supp <p, n Supp <p j ~ ¢, Supp <p j n Supp (/)" ~ ¢. Then 

from the above convention we can choose a, h the same index. Hence 

(A±+ J.)Ru = ~ I; Th* 0 (T1,, 0 <pJ ( a,, (y, DH±h + ;.) T;,, 0 Soi 
'1,,J h 

X ((7\* 0 (Th, 0 (f)n.)(a1,(y,,, D)A±h +J.)- 17~,, 0 (/)hu)) +Bu 

= I; T/; 0 ((T;,, 0 <pJ ( a1t(Y, D)A±i, + A) (T;,• 0 (/)1,) 
1,.Ji 
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here IJBullL'CI))¾ - _f __ llullL'C!I) because of Lemmas 12, 14 and 15. Further
).-P 

more we find that 

(ah(y, D)A±h +J.)(Th. 0 <l>h)(a1,(Yh, D)A±h + J.)-\Th. 0 <l>hu) 

=[ (ah(y, D)A±,, +;.), (Th.o</)h~(ah(Yh, D)A±h +J.)- 1 (Th. 0 </J,,u) 

+ (Th* 0 <l>h) ( ( ah (y, D)-ah (y h, D)) A±1,) ( ah (y h, D)A±h + ;.) -i (Th* 0 <l>hu) 

+(1\. 0 </Jh)(ah(Yh, D)A±h +;.)(ah(Yh, D)A±h +;.)-\7\, o</Jhu). 

From the choosing of </J,,, 11(1\, 0 <l>h)(ah(y,D)-ah(Yh,D))A±ul\v,,>o,(;(s1+e)x 
][A±ulk>o+c(e)Jlullv,,>o for uED(A±) similarly to Lemma 12. Moreover from 
Lemma 12 we find that 

I A± (ah(Yh, D)A±h +;.)- 1ui:vn>O ¾ (o½-s')- 11\u\\vn>O 

for uE L2(R~), here o is a constant determined by means of the ellipticity of 
a(x, D). 

We remark here that in the case where Supp </JhnI'=<p we use the theory 
of the ordinary singular integrals. 

From this and Theorem 2 we find that 

+Bu-ujlL'C!il 

¾ _c~ l[u[[r,'(!l)+__:l±c, [lull1,'(!i)+ c(e)_llullL'(ll)+--9--llul[1:'(D) 
1.-P 02 -s J.-P J.-P 

-(- C_'___ +- c1 + c + -~(e) + __f__) J\ul[ , _ . 
- ).-P o½-e' ).-P ).-p L (!l) 

We choose e1 so small that 1 ~---<l and also e small such that e~ +e <l, 
~-i ~-i 

and then ). so large that - Q __ + ei + c +_£(el+ f - < 1. Then (J- ( 1-
).- P oJ-e' J.-P J.-P 

(A± +J.)R)) 1 =((A± +J.)Rt 1 exists and is bounded from L2(Q) into itself. 

From (A±+).)R((A±+J.)Rr1=l, we find that 

(A± +J.)- 1 = R((A± +J.)R)- 1
• 
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Moreover from Lemma 16 we find that 

![(A± +lt 1 uliL'(i!l ¾ (J-Pt 1 [[u[\ r'(i!l. q. e. d. 

Lemma 20. We find that uED(a) if and only if uED(A;A±). 

a a Proof Let uED(a). We set ai(x, D) = - I: aij(x) - +k1 , where 
ij axi axj 

k1 is a positive constant, and a 1 is assumed a positive definite selfadjoint 
operator with the domain D(a1)=D(a). 

Hence using the same consideration in Lemma 16 for 9 E D(a)) 

(25) 

where 

Then 

(a1(x, D)u, 9) L'(I!) = (A±u, A±9Jr.,(m+B1(u, 9)r,,(1il, 

IB1(u, \Dh'u1> I< C1[lui\1,1!({Jl\\91\L2 u1J • 

I (A± u, A± \D)L'<I!) [ < ( \\a1ul11'<m + C1 \\u\\ 1,L'<m) \\9[[ 1!(!]) . 

Consequently, from the fact that D(d) is dense in L2W), we find that 
A±uE D(A;), that is, uE D(A;A±). 

The fact that if uED(A;A±) then uE D(a) is shown by virtue of the 
similar method stated above. 

Lemma 21. D(A±) = D(7i;) and D(a) = D(J~). 

Proof From Lemma 19, we find that 

(A! +l)u = (I+(7i!-A±)(,1± +it 1)(A± +l)u 

for uED(A±)-
Moreover from Lemma 18 and 19 we find that 

I' -* - - -1'1 C 
ii (A± - A±)(.,1± + A) 11 L'(l!H:2 (//) < ~p < 1 

for large A. 
From this it follows that (J + (A!-7i±)(A± + l) 1)(]± + A) has a bounded inverse 
from L2(Q) onto D(A±), from which it imples this lemma because D(li±)c 
D (A;) and Lemma 19. q. e. d. 

Hereafter we set a(x, D)=a(x, D)+A, A±,,=A± +L 

Corollary. TVe find that for uED(a) 

li(a(x, D)-A!)ul[L'Cl!l < CIIA±,,u\\L'Un. 

Proof From (2S), Lemma 16 and 18 it implies this corollary. 
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Lemma 22. Let a(x, ~)EWf) with a(x, ~);;;, d>O for xE[2 and l~I = 1. 
Then for sufficiently large k(>O) 

:,((a(x, D)A± + k)u
1

1:,u21 ),(cl-.s)2IIA±,2ull~-'(0J +(k-P)211ul[i,wl 

for uED(.~±), here c is an arbitrary small positive number, k>J., k>P and 
P depends on n, a and .s. 

Proof We can prove this lemma like as Lemma 12 by virtue of Lemma 
16 and Theorem 3. 

Lemma 23. Let a(x, ~) be as in Lemma 22. Then for sufficiently large 
k>O a(x, D)A± +k has a bounded inverse from L2(Q) into itself such that 

for uEL2(Q). 

Proof a(x, ~) ,ja(/(x, ~) > d [o > 0 for xEf2 and l~I = 1, which implies 
this lemma from Lemmas 14, 15, 22 and Theorem ~1 similarly to Lemma 19. 

q. e. d. 

3. Reductions to the theory of semi group 

We may consider P(x)=O on I' in the Neumann case. For, we set 

_ !~rad sci(x)J ___ P(x) 

I: a\~1 Ojll__ .. osci_ 
i,j ax, axj 

¢(.,:) = sci(x) on U(Q), 

where P(x) is an extended function of P(x) defined on U(Q) such that 
P(x)E c=( U(Q)) and P (x) = 0 on Q,, = {xE Q; dist (r, x);;;, s1}, c: 1 is an arbitrary 
small but a fixed number. We furthermore set 

u(x) = e-<"(x) v(x). 

Then we see that 

( v ) ' a +P(x) u: = vi , on , j/' on r 
and ( a +P(x))a1 u, 

, on Ir I' 

where a'= e"(x) ae ;'>(x), l = 1, 2, · · · . 

Here we remark that the principal part of a'(x, D) is the same as one of 
a(x, D). Hereafter we assume that P(x)=O and set a(x, D)=a(x, D)+J.. for 
a sufficiently large, but fixed constant J... 

We state the following lemma to reduce the equation (1') to the system. 

Lemma 24. If ak(x, D) satisfies the assumption stated in § 1, then we 
find that 
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llik(:r, D)u = a2k(x, D)aku + (32k U, 

a2k, 1 (x, D)u = <Yu 1 (x, D)A±,,ci*u + (32k, 1 u 

fi D( k) - D( k:}) (k----o) t" 1 h ( i:) a;.(x,e) 0( or uE a or uE a 9 , respec 1ve y, w ere ak x, ._ = -- ---FE.: 0, 
(ao(x, e)) 2 

(3k is a linear operator such that (32ka-Ck l)A:,:\ and f3zkna kEB(L2(Q), L2(!J)). 

Proof From Lemma 15 the statement that ak(x, e) = _!!__Jjx, e\-E ~(n is 
(ao(X, e))T 

shown from corollary in [15] (page 244) and the first two expressions in this 

lemma. Here we remark that (ao ( x, l;I) r½E ~in. 

Hence we will show the first two expressions. 

We at first consider for au(x, D). Let uED(ak). Using the partition of 

unity described next to Lemma 13, we have 

a2k(x, D)u= I:azk(x, D)<pju+ I: [y:,j, a2k]u 
j j 

and that I: [\Dj, a2k] is a differential operator of order at most (2k- l) and 
j -I: [SoJ, aik]a-(k-l)A±~]EB(L2(DJ, L2(D)). 

j 

If Supp <pJnI'=<p, then 'PJuED(ak) and 

where 

Let Supp <pJnI'~</>- Using coordinate transformation Ta such that Ua~ 

~ ( Supp So j we replace 2 m the principal part of a2k T"- 1(y), (dT/)(DY)) by 
oy" 

--- - b,,,, a T. (y), (d1" ( 11 I; ij - I; ,,, -- + (Lowa az - (a) I( ( -1 ''*)D))-"lb(a) az __ _ " lb(«) az ) ' 
ay;, u ay.;oy 1 H ayiay,. 

order terms). 
Then from the assumption with respect to llik stated in § 1, 

llik(T; 1 (y), (dT/)(Dy))T«, 0 \DJU 

= I; J.,,,(y)X'/0, · · ·Xlf 1,,Yf:" · · Y;i ( Cl ( T;- 1 (y), (clT.*)(Dy))) hTa. 0 \{'Jll 
1,1, lrl h--k \ 

+ (lower order terms) u , 

where XiJ = D,D1 , Y1 = y,.c1(y)DiD,, (i,j, l ~ n), TJ = (TJi, ···, TJp), 

r=(ri,•··Jq), ITJl=TJ1+···+rJJ) and lrl =r1+··•+rq. 
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From this we see that 

a2k(x, D)saju= I:A.rh(x, D) (a(x, D)r SoJU + (lower order terms)u usmg 

inverse coordinate transformation T.-1, where A.,,,(x, D) = T.- 1(J..rh(x)Xi:i, ··· 

XJ;JJ)Yl,'··· Y{qq). Furthermore using SoiuED(a) for uED(a), asaiu = 9pu + 
(lower order terms) u. 

Hence 

a2k(x, D)saju= I;A.,h(x, D)(a(x, D)r-l sapu + (lower order terms)u. Re

peating this method for a2k(x, D)saju, we find that 
a2k(.x, D)saiu= I: A.,h(x, D)saJa''u+(lower order terms) u for uED(ak). 

Using coordinate transformation T. again, this goes over into 

~k ( r.- 1 (y), (dT.*) (Dv)) T •• O SoiU 

= I:J.,h(y)XJ:J,···XJf J1,Yf:··· Yf~T •• 0 9i(ahu)+(lower order terms) u. 

Next we consider for a21, 1(x, D). Let uED(ak J). Similarly to the case 
for au-(x, D) we can show that after using the partition of unity 

:E [saj, a2k+1]a-kEB(L2(.Q), L2(.Q)), 
j 

a2k+l (x, D)saju =a~k+1(x, D)sa)I±,,aku + fi~~" 1U if Supp SoJnr =¢,where 

a;k,1(x,e)=~kil(x()1 SoJ(x)EWn and fi~~,1a-kEB(L2(.Q),(L2(.Q)), and if 
(ao(X, e) k+,-

Supp 9/1I'~¢, 

a2ka1 ( T.-1(y), (dT.*)(Dv)) T •• 0 SoJU 

= " +,,1 , (y -~--)Xi"'. • • • X?". Y1r, • • • yrqT , 0 ,n -(a''u) L.J J1ir,i ' a 1J1 '1,r,Jp 1 lq a IJ l•l+lrl+h-k . y 

+ (lower order terms) u, 

where .r.~h( Y, a:) is a differential operator of order one. Furthermore from 

the assumption with respect to the coefficients stated in § 1, the coefficients 

of _a~ are zero at Yn = 0. Hence we may prove only the following 
ayn 

Lemma 25. Let XiJ and Y. be as described before. Then every term 

J•l+i11-kX;:1, · ··XJ~J"Yl,1·· · Yf:T •• 0 9 3 u (Supp SoJC Uu) is represented as a(x, D)aku 
+fiku for uED(ak) considering it in .Q, where a(x,e)E9[ 0 and fika-<k-iJ.J;;;\E 
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B(L2(Q), L2(Q)). 

Proof We prove this lemma by the methods of induction with respect 
to k. 

At first we consider the case k= l. Let uED(a). Then uf:D(X;j) and 
uED(Y1) in R;, where D(Xu)=D(Yi)=H2 (R":,.), Xii and Yi are being con
sidered as only differential operators. 

We see that 

~i~J = ai1(Y, .;)ao( Y, /:I) l.;12, Y,h,JY)~i~n =ai(Y, ~)ao( Y, Si )~12, and a1(Y, ~), 

aJ?J, .;)EITT. 
Hence from Theorem 2, Lemma 21 and definition of r;(D) we find that 

for uf:D(a)=D(a0) 

T: 0 (XiJTa, 0 'PzU) = r:((aij(?/, .;)ao(_Y, ! _))1 , A;Ta• 0 'PzU) \ kl 1,-IJ 

= T: 0 (ai1 (y, D)a(y,-j;j )\, n A;Ta, 0 <p1u) +{3;1u 

= a.iJ (x, D)a<pzU + p;~u = a,iJ(x, D)<p1 au+ PiP 

and T.*(YiTa, 0 <pzu)=a.;(x,D)<p1au+(3iu, where (3i 1A;'., and p;A;;,'.,EB ((L2(Q), 

L2(Q)). 

Next we will show that our assertion holds for the case k supposmg 
that it holds for the case (k-1). To this end it suffices to prove this for 
the one of k-times product of XiJ and Y;. For example we consider Xk•iy 
=Xi,J,""'X;k-1JL,Yi1c· Furthermore we set xk 1Y=X;,J,xk- 2Y. By virtue 
of the case k = 1 we find that 

T: o (Xk ) YTa* o 'P1U) = T.* o (Xi,J,xk z YT .. o 'PtU) 

= ai,J, (x, D)aT.* 0 (Xk- 2 Y)<p1u + Pi,;,u, 

where /3., 1,a-<k 1J if;;, E B(L2(Q), L2(Q)). 

Furthermore 

aT: 0 (xk- 2 Y)<p1U = r: 0 (Xk· 2 Y)<p1ClU +[a, r: 0 (Xk 2Y)<p1]u. 

From u.E D(ak), we see that auED(ak · 1). Hence by methods of induction 

r: 0 (Xk- 2 Y)<p1au = ak -1 (x, D)<p1ak 1ciu + Pk-lau 

=ak 1(.r,D)<ppku+f3k-1au. 

Since [a, T: 0 (Xk 2 Y)<pz] 1s a differential operator of order at most (2m-1), 
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we can apply it to u(ED(ak)), and [a, T;"' 0 (Xk- 2 Y)9z]a-<k-i) A;,'.;.EB(L2(Q), L2(Q)), 
which complete the proof of this lemma. q. e. d. 

By virtue of Lemma 24, the equation (l') is rewritten as 

(26) Lu= --; +a1(x, D)il± ,~ +a2 (x, D) a ( 
a2,n _ _ azn, -1 ~ 

at2m ' at2m- \ 

( D)A- ~m--1 a ( IJ- -) -,,,) 
+(X2m -1 .T, ±,,a ·at +a2,,, X, a U 

( a2m 1 \ , 

+ Pi --- -- -+ · · · + Pzm) U = J atz., -1 

a2m.·-2 

atzm- 2 

for u u._ ,, · - - -- ED(a"') x D(a"'-2) x,, · x D(d), where /3 j 1s a linear ( a a2m 1u) 
\ ' at ' , atzm-l 

operator such that /321a-Ci-ll.J:;'.,, Pu-ia-,,-llEB(L2([2), L2(Q1). 

Hence setting 

0 

A= 

(! = 
0 

1 

0 

-Pzm -Pzm-1 

U='(u _au __ ... a2~,,_1-u.___) F='(O, .. ·,O,f), 
' at ' ' at2"' 1 , 

we can rewrite (26) as 

(27) JiJ!_lU = (A +O) U +Ii' 
dt -~ ' 

0 1 

B: unit matrix. 

From now on we consider only Neumann problem as we can consider 
Dirichlet problem similar to Neumann one. 

Here D(a)= {uEH2 (fJ); _a u 1 = o}. 
an Ir 

Then the basic space is e(Ac)=D(a"' 1) x D(a"' 1) x .,, x D(d) x L2([2), and 
the domain of A is D(am) x D(am-}) x · · · x D(a}). Furthermore we define 
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the norms: ll u'I . 1 = IIA. a1u 11I ' "IJ(,,Jt 8) T ,, /, (!l) 
uED(a1). 

Similarly to Leray's method, for the roots r- 1(x,~) (j=l,···,2m) of the 

equation r-2"'+- ai_(x~~)lr-2"'- 1 +···+ a 2m(~~l_--=O, we set r-1(x,~)=[-1 X 

ao(x, ~)):! (a0 (x, ~))"') 
µ1(x, ~). From the assumption that r-ix, ~) are pure imaginary, we see that 
µAx,~) are real. Now we set 

1 . " ..................... 1 '1 

-._>(x, e:.) ~ µ1 (x, ~) ............... µz,,,, (x, ~) I' 
_u, \; - S = RRt, 

I ························ j 
\ (/11 (x, ~))2,,, I ...... (µzm (:r:, ~))2m-1 , 

and B (x, ~) = s- 1 det S, whose components are polynomials of the coefficients 
of the above equation. 

Here we give an equivalent norm in 6'(il+J with the aid of B(x, ~), which 
will be needed to get the a priori estimate of (27). To this end we state 

the following Lemmas. 

Lemma 26. (Leray) 

Each component of B(x, ~) belongs to 2( 0 (From now on we write it 

as B(x, ~)EWol-

Lemma 27. Let G(x,~) be a (2m,2m) matrix such that G(.1:,~)EVl 1J 

and G(x, ~) y o1E>O. Then (G(.1:, ~))lEW 11 • 

Proof It is seen from 

where r is a sufficiently large circle whose radius is larger than the absolute 
value of all eigenvalues with respect to G(:r, ~) and Af_,(Gi (see (2)). 

Lemma 28. Let G(x, ~) be as in Lemma 27. Then for an arbitrary 
small c: ( > 0) there exists a constant c ( c:) such that 

Re ( G(:r, D)A< ,, u, il+,,u) T'(!l)"?:(01 -c:)11 A+_,u1: -c(c:)11 Ull~'(!l) 
2m 

for all UE(D(11+))2"', here (U, V)J,2<0J = I:(ui, vi)L'(.ol for U, 1h:.(L'(Q))2'". 
i=l 

Proof From Lemma 27 we see that (G(x, ~)y}E9(o. And G}(x, D) = 

Gl::(x, D), from which we can prove this lemma by virtue of Theorem 3 and 

interpolation (see the proof of Lemma 12). 
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Now we will give an equivalent norm in 6'(AJ. We set 

1 B+B* /3 B1 = E(i) ---2~ E(i)+ 2 (A;'.1+A~;i) 

and set 

I UI,, 2 = ( B1E(A.) U, E(X, )) U)1!<m 

for UE6'(7L), where 

.ii ~,,.-1 ..1..,;.a 
Qm-1 

i2m, -2 

E(iU= 
a A-

[
i2"' -1 j 

B(i) = '. • . l ' 

_,_. 
' ,, 

i = ./ -1 , /3 : a sufficiently large constant. 

I 

39 

Lemma 29. C\ ,B(A+)[r\ ~. U 2 <Czl\E(A.)Uif2, for UE6'(!U, 
'- \.'!) · Ii , L (!}) 

here C1 and C2 are independent of U. 

Proof 8 is real symmetric and S"})i52E>O, from which it follows that 
R (x, .;) is also real symmetric and B "}) i53E> 0. 

Then by Lemma 28 for UE(D(A ))2'" and for sufficiently small c(>O) 
we obtain 

(B1A+,1 U, A ,,Uh•u1i 

=Re(E(i) BE( i)A+,1U, A, ,;U) L'(!ll + pRe(A~;,A, ,;U, A+, 1U),.'<lll 

;;,, (03-c)ljA. ,,Ulll2 (11J-c(c)I[ Ul!12 (//J + /3 Re (A+,,U, U)f'(Dl. 

Moreover from (24) it follows that 

Re(A+,;U, U)f,2(11);;,,cl IIUllh/1) where C1>0. 

Therefore for sufficiently large /3 

(B1A+,;U, A+,1Uh 21Dl;;,,(03-c)IIA+,2Ul\h11J. 

Next for VE 6'(A, ), we see that A/,E(A+) VE (D(A+))2"', from which it 
follows that 
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Moreover it is easily seen that 

q.e.d. 

Lemma 30. B 1 is a bounded selfadjoint operator from (L2(Q))2m onto 
itself and also has a bounded inverse. 

Proof It is seen from the expression of B 1 and Lemma 29. 

Lemma 31. (a priori estimate) 

For UED(A) there e:rists a constant r 0(>0) such that 

Proof We see that 

(((A+ Q) u, u)) = (BiE(iL)(A + Q) u, E(ii+JuL,ul), 
where 

E(11+)A = 

0 

+ 

0 

-a2,,. 

0 
0 

1 

0 . . 

-a2m-1 . 

KA::: 1 
. ,l 

0 0 

0 

= PA+,,J-iJ(A, )+Q1E(A+), K = a-ii2,.,. 

1 A+,1E(1i+) + 

0 1 

-az -al 

Kk 1 
+ ,A 

0 0 
· -a2 KA~;; o 

E(A+) 

From Corollary stated above Lemma 22 (!1 1s a bounded operator from 

(L2(Q))2m into itself. 

Hence we find that 

(28) (((A+ Q) u, u)) = (BiPA+.iE(A+l u, E(ii l u) L'(!}) 

+ ( B/}1E(A+l u, E(A .) ut'(ll) + (Rl!zE(A+) u, E(A+l u)i_,(ll), 
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where 

To estimate the first term on the right of (28) we set P=iE(i)- 1P 1 E(i). 
Then we find that the symbol of the principal part of B 1P is iE( i)-- 1 x 
B(x, f)P 1(x, f)E(i) which is anti symmetric, that is, Re (iE(i) 1B(x, f) x 
P 1(x, f)E(i))=O (see [11]), 
hence 

Re(B1PA+,,E(A+)U, B(A,) U) L'(Jl)I ¾ cjlE(A,) u[[:,(Jl) ¾ Cii!Ui11 2 • 

The other terms on the right of (28) are also bounded by Cii:U1 2 • 

Therefore 

(29) 

It follows from this that for UED(A) there exists a constant r-0 (>0) 
such that 

Theorem 4. (Existence of resolvent) 

For sufficiently large constant r-(>r-0), r E-(A + Q) has a bounded inverse 
R(r, A+(!) from l:?(A,) into itself such that 

R(,, A +@[,_i: ¾ ~ 1-. 
' r--r-o 

Proof. From Lemma 31, we may prove that for any FE (L2(Q))2"'' there 
exists a solution UE (D(A ))2'" of the equation 

(r-E-PA.,,-(f!1 +Q2)) U = F. 

This can be shown by the same consideration in Lemma 19 indicating 
the operator R. To this end, let x 0 be a fixed point in I'. Then we may 
show that (r-E-P(T~ 1(y0), (dT.*)(Dv))(aa(y 0 , D)A+ +l) U has a similar estimate 
in Lemma 16, that is, for a sufficiently large r-

1 (r-E-P(T,, 1 y 0), (dT.*)(Dv)(aJyo, D)A, +i)· u1· 
I • Yn>O 

? C(ll/1 Ullv,,>o+(r-P)IIU\\vn>o) 

for UE(D(/1 ))2m, and also has a bounded mverse, here x 0EU., y 0 =Ta(x0 ). 

Set 
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1 • • • • • 1 

r 1(T.- 1 (y0), (dT/)(f;)) • • • • • ':2,,.(T,,- 1(yo), (dT,;"')(f;)) 
• • • 

• • 
• • 

• 
• 

(r1(Ta-1(Yo), (dT/)(f;)))2m-l • • • (r2,,.(T;1(Yo), {dT/)(f;)))2"i-1 

= N 1(Yo, f;), N(Yo,f;)=(:N1(Yo, f;))-1 , 

µ1 (T.,-1(Yo), (dT/) (f;)) 

0 
• 

• = .D(Yo, e) • 

0 
f12,,,(T; 1(yo), (dT}')(f;)) 

Then D(y0,f;)Eff(, N(y0,f;)P(y0,f;)=iD(y0,f;)N\Yo,f;) and from Theorem 2, 
.N(rE- P(aaA+ +})-(Qi +Q2))N- 1 = (rE-iD(aaA+ +})-Q3 , where Q3 is a 
bounded operator and D(y0, D)(aa(Yo, D)A+ + A) is a selfadjoint operator on 
(L2(R1!))2m with its domain (D(A 1 ))2m. Thus our assertion is proved. q.e.d. 

By virtue of Lemma 31 and Theorem 4 we will solve the equation (27) 
applying the theory of semi group. 

For U(O)='(u(O,x),···, 02"'-lu (O,x))ED(A)and F(t)EC0 ([o, T]; l'(At)), 
atm-1 

(A +Q)F(t)EC0 ([0,T]; l'(A+)), there exists a unique solution U(t) of the 

equation (27) and 

JU( t)[[[ < exp (r0 t) (
1
,[ U (O);:! + J:1: f (s)" L'<m ds), 

that is, 

(30) ll
u(t, x)i/ + 11. au_(t, x)[I + ... +i a2m lu (t, 

l1IJ~a'"-½) !! ot D(«"'-') II ot2m-1 L'(ll) 

< C exp (r0 t)(:[ u(O, x) [ ( _ ') + \\.~(O, x) lj + · · · 
: n a,n. 2' I Ot iiJJ(am--1) 

+ ~~(O, x) + f(s) ds . 
II 

02m-1u 11 )' ) 

i i)f·m-1 I L'({J) 0, L'(I!) 

Moreover for f(t)EC 1 ([0, T]; L2(Q)), we choose /J(t) such that f 1 (t)E 
C0 ([0, T]; D(A+))nC1([0, T]; L2(f.J)) and passing to the limit we find the 
existence of solution u (t). Furthermore using the equation itself we find that 
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(31) II II II au 11 'I 02mu '! u(t, x) + -(t, x), _.1 +···+I' --(t, x) 1 

D(am) ot !n(an• 2) at2m I L'(ll) 

¾Cexp(r0 t)(llu(O,x)!I +II~(0,x)II ( -!-) +··· 
\ I D(am) O[ Dan• c 

+jj 02mu (0, x)l'i + llf(O)II + f'II of (s, x)/I ds). at2m L 2 (//) I I L 2 (//) Jo OS L'(Q) 

Remark 1. As seen directly in our proofs of § 2. 1, in the statements 
of Theorems 1, 2, 84 can be replaced by Ef,.(O<o<l) which is the set of 

a(x, ~) such that the first order derivatives _E<T_(x, ~) exist and uniformly 
axi 

Harder continuous of order o. Furthermore we can drop Holder continuity 
o by the similar treatment as one in [ 4] . 

Remark 2. For the system mentioned in Introduction we can also apply 

h . §3 B . a1ui t e same treatment as one m . ecause settmg ~~ = ui J·a 1 we may con-
ot1 · 

sider ' ( u11 , u12 , • • ·, u1,,,,,, u 21 , · · ·, u2,,,,,, · · ·, uk,l, · · ·, uk,nq) and the corresponding 
system. Then using the partition of unity with respect to tJ x I: we can 
construct R(x, ~) locally and the norm same as one treating in Cauchy problem 
(see [14]). 

Remark 3. By the method of reflection we can reduce our mixed pro
blems where Q=Rn, and a(x, D)=A into Cauchy problems over the whole 
space R". Here we must remark that the coefficients of principal part of 
reduced equation have Lipshitz continuity. Therefore for the case of single 
equation we can apply the theory of Leray and Garding. Furthermore for 
the case of system we can extend the theory of Calder6n-Zygmund's singular 
integral operator to one for symbols which are introduced by the reduced 
equations (see Remark 1, Corollary of Lemma 5 and [ 4]). Thus in this case 
we can obtain the results in § 3. 

Remark 4. In the case for single equation it 1s easily seen that by 
coordinate transformation in Lemma 13 a(x, D) is transformed to b(y, D) 
with b,,i(y',0)=0 (i=l,···,n-1), therefore our boundary conditions (D) and 

(N) are reduced to (-°\ +(lower order terms)) u=O on I', i=2j (j=O, 1, •··, 
on• 

m-1), i=2i+l (j=0,1,··•,m-1), respectively. Therefore by the trans-
n-1 

formation such that t' = t+e I: y~ the form of the boundary conditions are 
i 0 -l 

invariant, we can prove that local uniqueness theorem is valid, that is, the 
speed of propagation of waves is finite. Moreover by the same consideration 
this fact is also valid for the case of systems. 
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As mentioned Remark 2-4, we have various methods for solving our 
problems. To apply these ones we must treat the perturbation with respect 
to boundary operators by using the theory of elliptic operators for boundary 
value problems and gather local solutions. As long as we are concerned with 
the mixed problems mentioned in Introduction, we can avoid such trouble
someness by considering our singular integral operators. Furthermore by our 
method our system can be reduced into the first order system written in our 
singular integral operators, which are as invariant for certain change of vari
ables as formulation of our problems. Moreover we obtain (29) directly by 
our method. 
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